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The Journey to the West, Revised Edition, Volume 1
Nicholas Nickleby. Eight Rules is a secondary character whose personality is also drawn with an expert pen. The lowest-priced brand-new,
unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Deservedly a classic of chinese literature, this is both
The Journey to the West: v.1 exciting and hilarious comic-book adventure and a work of obscure allegory and chinese alchemy. It is generally the
Monkey-King who sees through such disguises and adopts some hilarious counterstrategy. To my surprise, it appears to have been intended to be
fun, and, despite the intervening centuries, I often found it such. Paperback Books Revised Edition Catholicism. Its basically a descriptor. Besides
the instant large print available on my tablet, the footnotes system and boy, does this need its footnotes and annotations is brilliant: just click on the
little blue number, and the footnote appears as a handy popup, departing at the next click. This volume contains the first twenty-five chapters of the
hundred-chapter narrative, plus extensive notes and a ninety-six-page introduction by the translator, Anthony C. Whenever someone or something
new turns up or when there's a fight sequence it switches to poetry and the poetry is usually more over the top than the prose. Goodreads is the
world's largest site for readers with over 50 million reviews. Its like quantum theory, someone could be telling you a real but confusing piece of
quantum theory or a fake bit, i simply don't have the necessary experience to tell the difference. Journey to the West is a cultural treasure that
anyone with a serious interest in Chinese literature should read, but it is also an entertaining and amusing adventure story. To complete the mystical
traveling company, a water monster is enforced to serve as the replacement of Tripitaka's deceased horse. Home Learning. I believe this is my
new favorite book of all time and it's just part 1. It is one of the four great classical novels of Chinese Literature, alongside the Dream of the Red
Chamber, The Romance of the Three Kingdoms and the Water Margin, and is beloved in popular culture across East Asia outside of China, being
the object of films, television, cartoons, video games and graphic novels from Japan to India. These passages usually pick out a small piece of
action or focus closer on a description of The Journey to the West: v.1, texture, or general appearance. This new version draws on thirty years of
the author's further studies in literature and religion. Scattered selections of descriptive verse embellish the entire work and make it that much more
of a joy to read, even when there is not much happening. But Yu has successfully taken on the task, and in this new edition he has made his
translations even more accurate and accessible. Review quote "InAnthony C. The bulk of the story is the description of the group's arduous
traveling through impenetrable forests, burning mountains, and dangerous rushing rivers. But Yu has successfully taken on the task, and in this new
edition he has made his translations The Journey to the West: v.1 more accurate and accessible. Very enjoyable. Despite that, this gets 4 stars
because I'm An eye-opening, fascinating and often funny story that displays the culture of the time and teaches a little about Buddhism along the
way. I only wish I could read the Chinese original -- I'm certain the poems would be more fluid and beautiful and the text would be full of
wordplay. Later he is further punished for additional transgressions by having an iron band placed around his forehead and is sealed by Buddha
beneath a great mountain for years to contemplate his wrongdoing. I might have disliked the poetry except that it only occurs on specific occasions.
Great fun, and what a treat to finally read the whole thing well, volume one of the whole thing, so far rather than a condensed "best of. Medicine
Paperback Books Revised Edition. However, I must digress and go back to a point I briefly brought up- the first half of Journey is vastly superior
to the second half. Government Paperback Books Revised Edition. The story of the Journey to the West is based on historical fact, albeit with
considerable fantastic embellishment. Although the Tang Monk is formally the lead-hero of the story, he really pales in comparision to the Monkey
King. Any Condition The Journey to the West: v.1 Condition. For the contemporary reader, the story has a few stumbling blocks, not the least of
which is the length of almost pages. Thereupon ensues one of the most famous episodes of the novel "Making Havoc in Heaven" in which Sun
Wukong rebels, steals the Divine Nectar and Peaches of Heaven and sets himself at war with all of the divine forces of the Celestial Order who
attempt but fail to apprehend and control him. Yu's four-volume translation of Hsi-yu Chione of the most beloved classics of Chinese literature.
Spenser's allegory was a lot more accessible, partly because I knew more about the The Journey to the West: v.1, partly because he was sort of
thudding about it. He studies Taoism and gains special powers. I look forward to reading the rest of the volumes but not right away, i think a break
between each one is a good strategy. He is a quiet but generally dependable character, who serves as the "straight man" foil The Journey to the
West: v.1 the comic relief of Sun and Zhu. Jane Austen. The encounters are often grusome or action-packed with combat and Kung Fu, and many
times humorous, as some demon-monster shape-shifts into the form of a beautiful seductress to entice the Tang Monk or Pigsy as part of their
nefarious plot. Show less Show more Advertising ON OFF We use cookies to serve you certain types of adsincluding ads relevant to your
interests on Book Depository and to work with approved third parties in the process of delivering ad content, The Journey to the West: v.1 ads
relevant to your interests, to measure the effectiveness of their ads, and to perform services on behalf of Book Depository. This book can be
enjoyed in many different levels, but The Journey to the West: v.1 which way it is first-class enetertainment. Later he is joined by two other
reformed immortals: Pig and Friar Sand. This High Quest and Pilgrimage is joined by an extraordinary league of heroes, without whose aid the
monk's mission would be doomed: The magical-mischievous Monkey-King Sun Wukong, the physically awesome and insatiable "Eight Precepts
Pig" Zhu Bajie or Pigsy, the gritty and down-to-earth monk Sandy or Sha Wujing and the monk's faithful White Horse, The Journey to the West:



v.1, all recruited by Guanyin, the "Buddhist Virgin Mary" helping maternal spirit who overwatches them through their many trials The Journey to the
West: v.1 adventures. Written in the sixteenth century, The Journey to the West tells the story of the fourteen-year pilgrimage of the monk
Xuanzang, one of China's most famous religious heroes, and his three supernatural disciples, in search of Buddhist scriptures. But his storytelling
does seem more fluid than the rather rigid Elizabethan writer. In the book one will find numerous repetitions where the four main heroes tend to
recite some of their earlier adventures in various situations when they meet new characters. The story is kind of bogged down by characters
constantly repeating information we already know, but I think that may have been leftovers from when this story may have been told orally. Yu's
translation of The Journey to the West: v.1 Journey to the West", initially published inintroduced English-speaking audiences to the classic Chinese
novel in its entirety for the first time. Yu's translation of "The Journey to the West", initially published inintroduced English-speaking audiences to the
classic Chinese novel in its entirety for the first time. The Birth of Tragedy. Despite that, this gets 4 stars because I'm a great fan of the The Journey
to the West: v.1 of the characters and the characterisation of Sun Wu-Kung. The author of the book is uncertain, but is thought to be Wu
Cheng'en. Sylvia Plath. Enroute, each character overcomes, slooowwly, his defects. He is portrayed as a reckless yet nearly unbeatable being, and
he definitely goes to great lengths to prove this to anyone and everyone. Things definitely remain well-written, but I think that for the most part
Wukong does it for me, and his diminished role actually sort of diminishes my enjoyment, but only marginally. I first started reading this book many
years ago but didn't pick it up seriously until last week. Jul The Journey to the West: v.1, Yigal Zur rated it it was amazing. Cancel Save settings.
Didn't fully realize the level of epic I was submitting myself to, but the narrative is beautiful, well annotated and rich with allegory and mystical
symbolism. The story unfolds in a beautiful, fluid manner through Mr. In one of the more cunning moves of the monkey Pilgrim he changes into a
mosquito, after which the author treats us to this beautiful testimonial poem: A pesky small shape with sharp sting His tiny voice can hum like
thunder!
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